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Abstract

High�speed networks� such as ATM networks� are ex�
pected to support real�time Quality of Service �QoS�
guarantees required by many applications such as those
that involve voice and video communication� To sup�
port such services� routing algorithms that allow for the
reservation of the needed bandwidth over a Virtual Cir�
cuit �VC� have been proposed� Commonly� these algo�
rithms assign VCs to routes using the least�loaded con�
cept� and thus result in balancing the load over the set
of all candidate routes� In this paper� we show that for
such reservation�based VC routing algorithms�which
allow for the exclusive use of a preset fraction of a re�
source�s bandwidth for an extended period of time�load
balancing is not desirable as it results in resource frag�
mentation� which adversely a�ects the likelihood of ac�
cepting new VC requests� We present an on�line VC
routing scheme that is based on the concept of �load
pro	ling
� which allows a distribution of �available

bandwidth across a set of candidate routes to match the
characteristics of incoming VC QoS requests� We show
the e�ectiveness of our load�pro	ling approach when
compared to traditional load�balancing and load�packing
VC routing schemes�

� Introduction

High�speed integrated networks� such as Asyn�
chronous Transfer Mode �ATM� networks ����� are ex�
pected to carry tra�c of a wide variety of applica�
tions �e	g	� multimedia� voice� and mail� with heteroge�
neous Quality of Service �QoS� requirements	 To meet
these requirements� resource allocation algorithms for
scheduling� admission and routing are needed to con�
trol the sharing of resources among the di
erent service
classes	 Scheduling algorithms are responsible for the
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allocation of link resources �bandwidth� bu
ers� etc	�
among the di
erent services	 Admission algorithms
are responsible for accepting or rejecting a new incom�
ing application�call� based on the requested QoS and
the available resources	 Routing algorithms are respon�
sible for the selection of the particular route�which
should have su�cient resources to satisfy the applica�
tions QoS requirements�to be taken by application
packets �or cells� to reach their destination	 In this
paper� we address the issue of routing real�time tra�c
�e	g	� voice and video� requiring QoS guarantees �e	g	�
bandwidth and delay guarantees�	

VC Routing in Multi-Class Networks

To support real�time QoS we adopt the Virtual Cir�
cuit �VC� model for resource reservation	 Under this
model� routing a connection �or VC� involves the se�
lection of a path �or route� within the network from
the source to the destination in such a way that the re�
sources �e	g	� bandwidth� necessary to support the VC
QoS requirements are set aside �or reserved� for use by
the application or protocol entity requesting the estab�
lishment of the VC	 Over the last few years� several
routing protocols based on the VC model have been
proposed �e	g	 ��� ���	

We consider a network that supports S � � classes of
VCs	 A VC of class s requires the reservation of a cer�
tain amount of bandwidth bs that is enough to ensure
a given QoS	 This bandwidth can be thought of either
as the peak transmission rate of the VC or its �e
ec�
tive bandwidth� ��� which varies between the peak and
average transmission rates	 Without loss of generality�
we assume that the bandwidths requested by di
erent
classes are distinct and that the classes are indexed
in increasing order of their requested bandwidths� i	e	�
b� � b� � � � � � bS	

To support a class�s VC� the VC has to be setup
on some path from the source to the destination� the
QoS demand �bs� is allocated on one of the candidate
paths for the lifetime of the VC	 The objective of the



routing algorithm is to choose routes that result in high
successful VC setup rate	

Routing Algorithms

Routing schemes are commonly based on the least�
loaded concept �e	g	� ��� �� �� ���	 When a new VC
arrives� it is setup on the least utilized candidate route
provided it can support the VCs bandwidth require�
ment	 Thus� the scheme attempts to evenly distribute
the load among the candidate routes	 We call such
scheme Least Loaded Routing �LLR�	

Recently ���� it has been recognized that in order to
maximize the utilization of available resources� a rout�
ing policy in a heterogeneous �multi�rate� environment
should implement packing of narrowband VCs �having
relatively small bandwidth requirement� on some paths
in order to leave room on other paths for wideband VCs
�having relatively large bandwidth requirement�	 This
packing strategy achieves two desired properties� ���
it minimizes the fragmentation of available bandwidth�
which in turn results in ��� improved fairness by in�
creasing the chances of admittance for wideband VCs	

A routing scheme based on the packing concept was
proposed in ���	 The scheme attempts to pack class�s
VCs in order to reduce blocking for only the next higher
class of VCs	 In ���� we extended the scheme in order
to reduce blocking for all higher classes	 Both schemes
are� however� based on pessimistic�deterministic anal�
ysis	 They only account for the di
erent bandwidth
requirements of di
erent classes� but not on their traf�
�c intensities �demands�	 These tra�c intensities may
be known a priori �based on tra�c forecasts� or dy�
namically estimated	

This Research

In this paper� we investigate a scheme based on the
probabilistic selection of routes� where probabilities are
chosen to match the distribution of available resources
on the candidate routes �i	e	 resource availability pro�
�le� with the distribution of tra�c demand of di
erent
classes �i	e	 the load pro�le�	 We call this scheme Load
Pro	ling Routing �LPR�	

A routing scheme that selects from the set of candi�
date routes the most utilized one is referred to as Most
Loaded Routing �MLR�	 MLR is a simple scheme which
attempts to achieve the same e
ect as packing�based
schemes� and is asymptotically optimal �as will be
shown in Section ��	 MLR performs particularly well
when accurate feedback information about the avail�
able bandwidth on all candidate routes is available	 In
this paper� we compare MLR� LPR and LLR assum�
ing accurate feedback	 We show that MLR and LPR
are competitive and signi�cantly outperform the tra�
ditional LLR	 This indicates that LPR is a promising

routing approach and would perform especially well in
a distributed network environment� where a routers lo�
cal view of global knowledge is often imprecise	 In such
environments� LPR is particularly appropriate because
of its probabilistic selection of routes� which compen�
sates for inaccuracy in the feedback information ����	

The paper is organized as follows	 Section � moti�
vates load pro�ling by comparing it to load balancing
and load packing	 Section � presents simulation results
to demonstrate the superiority of load pro�ling and the
e
ectiveness of our proposed LPR routing strategy	 We
conclude in Section � with a summary and with direc�
tions for future work	

� Balancing� Packing� and Pro�ling

In this section we show that for reservation�based
tra�c�which requires a preset fraction of a resources
bandwidth for an extended period of time�load bal�
ancing is not desirable	 In particular� we propose a
load�pro�ling strategy that controls the distribution of
load amongst the various resources in the system in
such a way so as to maximize the chances of �nding re�
sources that would satisfy the needs of future incoming
requests	

Overview

Load balancing is often used to ensure that resources
in a distributed system are equally loaded	 In �����
load balancing was found to reduce signi�cantly the
mean and standard deviation of job response times�
especially under heavy or unbalanced workloads	

For best�e
ort systems� reducing the mean and stan�
dard deviation of the metric used to gauge performance
�e	g	 job response times or throughput� is indicative of
better performance	 This� however� is not necessar�
ily the case for systems that require an �all or noth�
ing� �quality of� service� such as for the bandwidth�
reservation�based routing protocols that we consider in
this paper	

In order to maximize the probability that an in�
coming request for a VC will be accepted� the routing
protocol has to keep information about each source�
destination path that could be used for the VC	 The
scheme we will present below does not use this infor�
mation to achieve a load�balanced system	 On the con�
trary� it allows paths to be unequally loaded so as to
get a broad spectrum of available bandwidth across the
various paths	 We call this spectrum of available band�
width� the bandwidth availability pro	le	

�Examples of such systems include bandwidth reservation for
guaranteed QoS	 and periodic or aperiodic real�time computa�
tional tasks 
���



By maintaining a bandwidth availability pro�le that
resembles the expected characteristics of incoming re�
quests for VC� the likelihood of succeeding in honoring
these requests increases	 We use the term load pro	ling
to describe the process through which the availability
pro�le is maintained	

Figure � illustrates the advantage of load pro�ling
when compared to load balancing	 In particular� when
a request with high capacity requirement is submitted
to the system� the likelihood of accepting this request
in a load�pro�led system is higher than that in a load�
balanced system	

We next motivate load pro�ling by comparing load
packing and load balancing	 We analytically show the
optimality of load packing	 We denote by MLR a load
packing heuristic that assigns an incoming VC request
to the most loaded path provided it can support the
VC	 We denote by LLR a load balancing scheme that
assigns an incoming VC request to the least loaded
path provided it can support the VC	 Finally we intro�
duce our load pro�ling heuristic� denoted by LPR� as
an attractive alternative to MLR	

MLR versus LLR: An Analytical Comparison

Consider a system with N di
erent paths between a
particular source and destination	 Without loss of gen�
erality� we assume that the capacity of all such paths is
identical and is normalized to a unit	 Let f�u� denote
the probability density function for the utilization re�
quirement of requests for VCs between the same source
and destination	 That is f�u� is the probability that
the bandwidth requirement of a VC request will be u�
where � � u � �	 Furthermore� let W denote the
overall load of the system� expressed as the sum of the
reserved bandwidth over all paths �i	e	 N �W � ��	 A
load�balanced system would tend to distribute its load
�i	e	 reserved bandwidth� equally amongst all paths�
making the reserved bandwidth on each path as close
as possible toW�N 	 A load�pro�led system would tend
to distribute its load in such a way that the probabil�
ity of satisfying the QoS requirements of incoming VC
requests is maximized	

Let C denote the set of N paths in the system be�
tween a particular source�destination pair	 For routing
purposes� we assume the availability of a routing policy
that allows the routing protocol to select a subset of
routes from C that are believed to be capable of satisfy�
ing the QoS requirement u of an incoming VC request	
We denote this feasible set by F 	

Let lF�u� denote the fraction of paths in a feasible
set F � whose unused �i	e	 unreserved�available� band�
width is equal to u	 Thus� LF�u� �

R u
�
lF �u�du could

be thought of as the �cumulative� probability that the
available bandwidth for a path selected at random
from F will be less than or equal to u	 Alternatively�

��LF�u� is the cumulative probability that the avail�
able bandwidth for a path selected at random from
F will be larger than or equal to u� and thus enough
to satisfy the demand of a VC request of u �or more�
bandwidth	

Thus� the probability that a VC request will be ac�
cepted on a path selected randomly out of F is given
by�

P �

Z �

�

f�u���� LF�u��du ���

Let lC�u� denote the fraction of paths in the sys�
tem candidate set C� whose unused bandwidth is equal
to u	 Denote by LC�u� the cumulative distribution of
available bandwidth for C� i	e	 LC�u� �

R u
� lC�u�du	 In

a perfectly load�balanced system� any feasible set of
routes will be identical in terms of its bandwidth pro�
�le to the set of all routes in the system	 Thus� in a
load�balanced system LF�u� � LC�u� � L�u�	 More�
over� we have�

L�u� �

�
� if � � u � ���W�N�
� if ���W�N� � u � �

���

Thus� the probability that a VC request will be ac�

cepted is given by P �
R �
���W�N� f�u� � du	

A load�pro�ling algorithm would attempt to shape
LC�u� in such a way that the choice of a feasible set
F would result in minimizing the value of LF�u�� thus
maximizing the value of P in equation ��� subject to

the boundary constraint
R �
�
u lC�u�du � �� � W�N�	

One solution to this optimization problem is for lC�u�
to be chosen as lC�u� � �W�N���u�������W�N���u���
where v��u�x� is an impulse function of magnitude v
applied at u � x	

The above solution corresponds to a system that
packs its load �or reserved bandwidth� using the mini�
mal possible number of routes	 In other words� a frac�
tionW�N of the paths in the system are ���� utilized�
and thus have no extra bandwidth to spare� whereas a
fraction ���W�N� of the paths in the system are ����
idle� and thus able to service VC requests with any QoS
requirements	 The choice of any feasible set F from the
set of unused routes in C would result in LF�u� being
a step function given by�

LF�u� �

�
� if � � u � �
� if u � �

���

Plugging these values into equation ���� we get P �R �
�
f�u���� ��du � �� which is obviously optimal	
The perfect 	t implied in equation ��� may require

that VCs already in the system be reassigned to a dif�
ferent path upon the submission and acceptance of a
new VC request� or the termination of an existing VC	
Even if such reassignment is tolerable� achieving a per�
fect �t is known to be NP�hard	 For these reasons�
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Figure 1. Load-Packing/Profiling (MLR/LPR) versus Load-Balancing (LLR): An illustration.

heuristics such as 	rst�	t or best�	t are usually em�
ployed for on�line resource allocation	 Asymptotically�
both the �rst��t and best��t heuristics are known to be
optimal for the on�line bin packing problem ����	 How�
ever� for a small value of N�which is likely to be the
case in network routing problems�best��t outperforms
�rst��t	

MLR versus LLR: Simulation Experiments

To quantify the bene�ts of load packing versus load
balancing� we performed a number of simulation ex�
periments to compare the acceptance rate of VC re�
quests under two load distribution strategies	 The �rst
is a load�balancing strategy� whereby a requested VC
is assigned to the least loaded route �LLR� out of all
the routes capable of satisfying the bandwidth require�
ment of that VC	 If none exist� then the VC request
is deemed inadmissible	 The second is a load�packing
strategy� whereby a VC request is assigned to the most
loaded route �MLR� �i	e	 the route that provides the
best �t� out of all routes capable of satisfying the band�
width requirement of that VC	 If none exist� then the
VC request is deemed inadmissible	

In our simulations� VC requests were continually
generated until the overall reserved bandwidth across
all routes in the system �W � reaches a certain level	
Two experiments were conducted	 In the �rst� � routes
were available between the source and destination�
whereas in the second �� routes were available	 In both
experiments� all routes were identical in terms of their
capacity �total bandwidth�	

Subsequent VC requests were assumed to be iden�
tically and independently distributed	 In particular�
VC requests were generated so as to request bandwidth
uniformly from the range ��� ��� where � indicates ����
of the total bandwidth available on a single route	 Once

a VC is accepted� it is assumed to hold its reserved
bandwidth inde�nitely	 For each one of the load dis�
tribution strategies� the percentage of the VC requests
successfully admitted is computed	 We call this metric
the VC Admission Ratio	

Figure � shows example results from our simula�
tions	 These results suggest that as the reserved band�
width across all paths increases� the performance of
both LLR �load balancing� and MLR �load packing�
degrades as evidenced by the lower admission ratio	
However� the degradation for LLR starts much earlier
than for MLR	 This is to be expected� since the band�
width availability pro�le in a load�balanced system is
not as diverse as that in a load�packed system	 Figure �
also shows that the advantage of using MLR is more
pronounced when the number of alternative paths is
small �i	e	 � routes versus �� routes�	

MLR versus LPR

First��t and best��t heuristics work well when accu�
rate information about the available bandwidth on all
N paths between a source and a destination is avail�
able	 This is not the case in a networking environment�
where knowledge at the periphery of the network about
reserved bandwidth on various paths within the net�
work is often imprecise� and approximate at best	

In particular� equation ��� shows analytically that
best��t �or an MLR policy��as an approximation of
a perfect �t�is an appropriate heuristic for selecting
a route from amongst a set of routes that satisfy the
bandwidth requirement of a VC request	 However� in
a networking environment� the performance of best�
�t is severely a
ected by the inaccuracy of knowledge
about reserved bandwidth on various routes	 The in�
adequacy of best��t in a distributed environment could
be explained by noting that the best��t heuristic is the
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Figure 2. Load-Packing (MLR) versus Load-
Balancing (LLR): Simulation results.

most susceptible of all heuristics to even minor inaccu�
racies in knowledge about reserved bandwidth on vari�
ous routes	 This is due to best��ts minimization of the
slack on the target route�a minimal slack translates
to a minimal tolerance for imprecision	

In the next section� we examine the details of a prob�
abilistic load�pro�ling heuristic �LPR� that is more
appropriate for the imprecision often encountered in
distributed and networking environments	 Using this
LPR protocol� the process of choosing a target route
from the set of feasible routes is carried out in such
a way so as to maximize the probability of admitting
future VC requests	 The probability of picking a route
from the set of feasible routes is adjusted in such a way
that the bandwidth availability pro�le of the system is
maintained as close as possible to the expected pro�le
of incoming VC bandwidth requests	 This process is
illustrated in the next section	

� Performance Evaluation

In this section� we compare MLR� LPR and LLR in
terms of how well they distribute VCs from multiple
classes	 A simulator was written in C to study the be�
havior and performance of the algorithms	 MLR selects
the feasible path �i	e	 a path with enough bandwidth
to support the incoming VC� with the least available
bandwidth	 LLR selects the feasible path with themost
available bandwidth	 LPR selects a feasible path prob�
abilistically by matching the expected load pro�le of

incoming VC requests and the bandwidth availability
pro�le of the system as exempli�ed below	

Simulation Model and Setup

A class�s VC requires the reservation of bs units of
bandwidth	 Each class�s VC� once it is successfully
setup� has an in�nite lifetime during which it holds
bs units of bandwidth	 The simulation run is stopped
whenever an arriving VC blocks because none of the
candidate paths is feasible	 In other words� once an
incoming request for a VC cannot be honored� the
simulation is stopped and statistics are collected so as
to examine the load distribution on the various paths
that caused the system to start blocking VC requests	
The performance metrics we report are the total num�
ber of accepted VCs and the unutilized bandwidth�the
amount of bandwidth available on each path when the
�rst VC blocking occurs	 The results shown are the av�
erage of �� independent runs �i	e	 each run starts with
a di
erent random number seed�	

Illustration of the LPR Scheme

We explain our implementation of LPR through an
illustrative example	 Consider four classes of VCs with
bandwidth requirements b�� b�� b� and b�	 Without loss
of generality� assume b� � b� � b� � b�	 Assume the
arrival rates are ��� ��� �� and ��	 Figure � shows the
corresponding load pro�le� i	e	 the distribution of re�
quested bandwidths� Prob�requested bandwidth � B�	
It also shows the bandwidth availability pro�le� i	e	 the
frequency of routes with available bandwidth � B	
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Figure 3. Example load profile and bandwidth
availability profile.

The goal of LPR is to make the two pro�les match as
closely as possible	 Denote by Rs the set of paths whose
available bandwidth � bs� s � �� �� �� �	 These sets of
routes are related as follows� R� � R� � R� � R�	
For a new incoming VC� we want to assign it a route
from one of these sets	 To do so� we compute the prob�
ability of choosing a path from each of the route sets	



Smallest route set Weight of choosing the path

R� d� � d� � d� � d�
R� d� � d� � d�
R� d� � d�
R� d�

Table 1. Weight assigned to various routes.

Let di �i � �� �� �� �� be the di
erences between the
load pro�le and the bandwidth availability pro�le �see
Figure ��	 We now assign a weight to each path ac�
cording to the smallest route set it belongs to as shown
in Table �	� To compute a probability distribution� we
scale the second column in Table � such that all values
are non�negative	 From the set of feasible paths we se�
lect a path probabilistically according to the resulting
distribution	

In general� for S classes of VC requests� if Rk is the
smallest route set to which a path p belongs� then the
weight given to select p� W �p� k�� is given by�

W �p� k� �
SX
i�k

�di � dmin� ���

where dmin � minj�fdj � j � �� � � � � Sg�	 The complex�
ity of this computation is proportional to the number
of VC classes and candidate paths	

Figures � and � show our simulation results for � VC
classes and � candidate paths	 The requested band�
widths for the four VC classes are b� � ��� b� � ���
b� � �� and b� � ��	 The arrival rates for these classes
are assumed equal��i � ���� for i � �� �� �� �	 The
initial available bandwidth on each path is ��� ��� ���
�� and ��	

Figures �� � and � show our simulation results for
� VC classes and �� candidate paths	 The requested
bandwidths for the four VC classes are b� � ��� b� �
��� b� � �� and b� � ��	 We considered both equal
and unequal class arrival rates	 As before� for equal
class arrival rates� �i � ���� for i � �� �� �� �	 For the
unequal class arrival rates� we set �� � ���� �� � ����
�� � ��� and �� � ���	 The initial available bandwidth
on each path is ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� and
��	

The following observations can be made from the
results in Figures � through �	

� In terms of total number of accepted VCs� MLR
and LPR are competitive and they both signif�
icantly outperform LLR	 For equal class arrival
rates and � candidate paths� MLR outperforms
LLR by about ���� whereas LPR outperforms

�Note that if a path p � Ri then p � Rj for all j � i�

LLR by about ���	 With �� candidate paths�
MLR outperforms LLR by about ���� whereas
LPR outperforms LLR by about ���	 Consistent
with results in Section �� the advantage of using
MLR is more pronounced with a smaller number
of candidate paths	 This is also true with LPR al�
though here the advantage of using LPR is more
pronounced with more candidate paths as LPR is
able to better distribute the load on the various
paths to match the desired load pro�le before the
�rst VC blocking occurs	

� In terms of the distribution of VCs� LLR balances
the load over the candidate paths	 This load bal�
ancing is clearly not a primary goal when routing
real�time VCs	 LPR and MLR have the more im�
portant goal of increasing the chance that future
incoming VCs are accepted even at the expense
of load balancing	 This load imbalance is more
pronounced with a higher load of large VCs	 This
can be seen by comparing Figures ��a� and ��a��
where �� � �	�� and �	�� respectively	

� Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a novel approach to routing real�time
virtual circuits in multi�class networks	 The approach
is based on the concept of load pro�ling	 We showed
that a probabilistic routing scheme based on load pro�
�ling �LPR� performs better than the traditional least�
loaded�based routing �LLR� scheme	 LPR relies on ac�
tively matching the distribution of available resources
�resource availability pro�le� with the distribution of
QoS requests �VC load pro�le�	 The VC load pro�le
may be known a priori �based on tra�c forecasts� or
dynamically estimated as is often done in telephone
networks ���	 We found LPR competitive to the asymp�
totically optimal most�loaded�based routing �MLR� as�
suming accurate feedback information	 Furthermore�
LPR is less sensitive to inaccuracy in the feedback in�
formation that is inherent in a distributed network sys�
tem because of its probabilistic selection of routes	

A recent study of LPR routing in virtual path based
networks can be found in ����	 LPR is found to pro�
vide higher revenue and to improve fairness among VC
classes when compared to LLR	 Future work remains
to further improve LPR routing	 One issue we are pur�
suing is to consider the �length� of the VC request�
i	e	 the lifetime of the VC	 In many applications� the
lifetime of the VC may be known �or possible to esti�
mate�predict a priori�	 Taking into consideration the
lifetime of the VC may be useful in achieving a better
�pro�ling�	
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Figure 4. Total number of accepted VCs until
first VC blocking occurs for the 5-path sim-
ulation experiments with equal class arrival
rates.
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til first VC blocking occurs for the 10-path
simulation experiments with equal class ar-
rival rates (left) and unequal class arrival rates
(right).
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Figure 6. Unutilized bandwidth after first VC blocking occurs for the 5-path simulation experiments
with equal class arrival rates: (a) Ranked unused bandwidth (b) Unused bandwidth per path.
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Figure 7. Unutilized bandwidth after first VC blocking occurs for the 10-path simulation experiments
with equal class arrival rates: (a) Ranked unused bandwidth (b) Unused bandwidth per path.
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Figure 8. Unutilized bandwidth after first VC blocking occurs for the 10-path simulation experiments
with unequal class arrival rates: (a) Ranked unused bandwidth (b) Unused bandwidth per path.


